Evaluatiion of Deveelopment Po
olicies

Tutorial 1
Intro
oduction to Stata

In this ccourse we will
w be working with Staata12.
1. TThe Stata Environmen
E
nt

(4)

(
(3)

(2
2)

(11)

The 4 m
main window
ws are:
(1) TThe Commaand Window
w: where yoou enter/type comman
nds
(2) TThe Resultss Window: where
w
the rresults of a command
c
are
a displayeed
(3) TThe Variables Window
w: where thee list of variables in you
ur dataset aare displaye
ed
(4) TThe Review
w Window: which
w
show
ws the trail of
o command
ds recently executed

2. Data Entry
w
to read
d data into Stata’s dataa editor. The data editoor is a spreaadsheet
There are several ways
oks very much like Exce
el.
that loo
For smaall datasets in Excel format the eassiest way to
o load your data into Sttata is to co
opy and
paste it into the daata editor:
‐ A
Arrange you
ur data in Excel (variabbles across and
a observa
ations downn)
‐ C
Copy your data
d
(incl. variable nam
mes) and go
o back to Sta
ata
‐ C
Click on thee data edito
or icon (8th I con from th
he left) and paste (Ctrl++V)
‐ SSave your file in Stata format
f
(Filee‐> Save as…
…)
If your d
data is alreaady in Stata format (i.ee. with the extension
e
.d
dta), you haave two options:
‐ Use the com
mmand win
ndow and tyype use file location (e.g. c:\India..dta)
‐ C
Click File‐>O
Open‐>(cho
oose directoory)
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Data saved in other statistical packages like SPSS, SAS etc. can be converted into .dta‐files
using, for example, the software ‘StatTransfer’.

3. Data Management
Once you load and save your data in Stata, the next step is to explore the nature of your data
and start the analysis. If the data has been collected through a survey, reading the
associated questionnaire in parallel obviously helps a lot to understand the content. Beyond
that, however, there are still a few preparations to be made.
3.1 Log‐File
Stata allows you to keep a running record of your statistical results – i.e. a separate record of
the results of your commands. This is done in a log file. You can open a log file by:
‐ Clicking on the log‐file icon (4th icon on the left)
‐ Clicking File‐>Log‐>Begin
A dialog box appears inviting you to type a file name and select a save‐as type. Save your log‐
files in .log (not .smcl) as this allows you to edit your results later on.
If you want to temporarily stop recording your results (maybe because you are not sure you
need to keep them), just type log off in the command window. Whenever you want to
resume recording type log on in the command window. To close a log file type log close.
3.2 Do‐File
Instead of typing each command individually in the command window, Stata allows you to
execute a number of commands at once from a do file. A do‐file works like a programme file.
Do‐files can be opened by:
‐ Clicking on the do‐file icon (7th icon on the left)
An advantage of a do file is that you can repeat your sequence of commands as often as you
want (or modified versions of it). It also allows you to share an analysis with others.
4. Basic Commands
In the following we use data from a labour force survey covering 261 workers in an
industrial town in southern India in 1990.
4.1 Data Description
To see the content of your data click Data‐>Describe data‐>Describe data in memory
Alternatively you can also just type describe in the command window. This command
displays the number of variables and observations in the data as well as the list of all variable
names and labels.
2
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In the following we will work with the commands directly instead of clicking through the
menu (you can explore this option in your own time).

4.2 Summary Statistics
By summary statistics we refer to the mean, median, standard deviation, percentiles etc. It is
important to differentiate between two groups of summary statistics: mean based or order
based summary statistics.
Mean based summary statistics include the mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness,
and kurtosis. The order based summary statistics include the median, the first and third
quartiles, the inter quartile range (IQR). These statistics provide us with measures of central
tendency (a value to which all observations converge), measures of spread (how
observations are scattered around the central value) and also the shape of the distribution.
summarize age
sum age wage
sum wage, detail
Another useful command to get summary statistics is tabstat.
tabstat age
tabstat age, stats (n mean var sd cv p25 p50 p75 IQR)
tabstat age wage, stats (n mean var sd cv p25 p50 p75 IQR)
The preceding summary statistics are useful when we have quantitative variables. There is
however a class of variables whose numeric values do not carry the usual meaning and
property. We call such variables categorical variables. Categorical variables do not measure a
concept as quantitative variables; they are rather count variables in the sense that we use
them to count individual members with certain characteristics. In our data set gender and
education are examples of categorical variables.
For categorical variables we do not use the usual measures of central tendency and spread,
like the mean and standard deviation, simply because the number in categorical variables
represent class/quality. Instead we aim to count the number of observations (frequency or
relative frequency) in each category of a categorical variable.
tab education
tab education gender
tab education gender, row
tab education gender, column
tab education gender, sum(wage)
Stata commands can be qualified so as to operate over a specific range/portion of the data.
You have seen that tab education produces the frequency table of education for all
individuals in your sample. Suppose you want to see the frequency table of education only
for women then you can use if as a qualifier:
tab education if gender==1
3
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Similarly, you may be interested to see the age, gender and education levels of the top 10
wage earners in your sample:
sort wage
list wage in ‐10/l
list wage in 1/10
sum wage if age<30
list wage if gender==1 & wage<30

4.3 Creating New Variables
To create new variables we use the generate (short gen) command.
gen doublewage=wage*2
gen wage2=wage*wage
gen wage_2=wage^2
gen lnwage=ln(wage)
rename doublewage dblwage
replace wage2=wage/1000
In your data you have information on the age of the individual. Suppose you want to create a
categorical variable with age groups.
gen agecat=1 if age<20
replace agecat=2 if age>=20 & age <40
replace agecat=3 if age>=40
tab agecat
label variable agecat “age groups 20 20‐40 40+”
To delete variables from your data:
drop wage dblwage
keep wage dblwage
Note the difference!
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5. Help and Find‐it Function
5.1 Help Function
Stata has an online‐based help‐function. For example, if you are looking for more details on
the commands and how they are specified type help followed by the command you are
looking for into the command window.
e.g.

help sum
5.2 Find‐it Function

The find‐it Function works similar to the help function and is particularly useful to look for
programme packages that are not included in the standard Stata version.
e.g.

findit psmatch2

References:
Kohler, U., and F. Kreuter (2005). Data Analysis using Stata. Texas: Stata Press.
Exercise:
‐ What is the average wage for males only? What is average female wage?
‐ How much of the wage can be explained by gender and education?
‐ Show the distribution of the education variable graphically.

Also, for further exercise and practise see Khandker et al. Chapter 11 (Introduction to Stata).
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Practise with Stata

The file DHS2000.dta contains data on 11,926 children from the Demographic and Health
Survey conducted in Malawi in 2000. The file DHS2005.dta contains information of 10,914
children from the Demographic and Health Survey in Malawi conducted in 2005.

Your tasks:
1. Load the data into Stata
2. Create a log file
3. Create a do file
4. Explore your data
a. Of what age are the children in your data?
5. Combine both data sets into a single file named Malawi.dta
6. Create the following variables for analysis
a. d_rural: a dummy indicating whether the child lives in a rural or urban
environment.
b. d_twin: a dummy indicating whether the child is a twin or not.
c. d_male: a dummy indicating whether the child is male or not.
d. d_dead: a dummy indicating whether the child has died or not.
e. d_femalehead: a dummy indicating whether the head of the household is
female or not.
f. d_married: a dummy indicating whether the mother is married.
g. mom_age_birth: a variable indicating the mother’s age at the birth of the
child.
h. childage: a variable with the current age of the child in years.
i. d_2005 a dummy indicating whether the child has been surveyed in 2004/5 or
not.
7. Compare the characteristics of the children in 2000 to those in 2005. Are there
significant differences between them?
8. Show your results in a table.
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Grap
phics with Stata
S

Load the Malawi dataset (Mallawi.dta) th at you have
e been using
g previouslyy.
As a starting point,, all basic grraphs can bee produced
d via the Me
enu ‘Graphiccs’

Examplees include:
Scatter plots

Line plots
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Bar charts

Pie charts

Distribu
ution plots

Regression
n it plots

To begin
n wit we waant to look at some disstributional features off the variab les in our data. For
now let us concenttrate on the
e age distribbution of the children in our datasset.
What kind of
o graphs co
ould be useeful to look at
a the distriibution?
1) W
2) Produce a histogram
h
entitled
e
‘Agee Distributio
on (DHS 200
00 & 2005)’’. The x‐axiss should
d
display the age (in mon
nths) and b e labelled accordingly.
a
.
3) YYou do have a strong colour
c
prefeerence and what the bars to be di splayed in red.
r
4) SSave the graph.
m
issue in Malawi. We therefo
ore now wa
ant to graphhically explo
ore how
Child stunting is a major
serious this problem is for children, at diffferent agess, from diffe
erent backggrounds and
d how it
d over time.
evolved
e any poten tial differen
nces in stunting for boyys and girls
5) Investigate if there are
nship betweeen stunting and age.
6) Investigate the relation
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7) Do children from wealthier backgrounds fare better? Is there a considerable
difference?
8) How has stunting evolved over time?

Analysis with Stata
Following the graphical exploration in the following we want to identify and analyse the
factors that influence stunting in children. In order to identify the determinants of stunting
we will use standard OLS regressions.
For now we concentrate on the observations from 2000
1) In your data set which variables do you think have an effect on stunting?
a. Group them in appropriate categories (i.e. Household characteristics, Location
etc…).
b. Identify the variables which are most useful.
2) How do you interpret your regression results?
3) Are the same determinants also relevant in 2005? Any changes? How do you
interpret those?
4) Present you regression output in a table.
Finally we are approaching the main objective of our analysis. Can you identify an effect of
the food crisis?

3
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Randomiized selection methods

Test iff you got the gist of the
e lecture gooing through the multiple choice qquestions at the
end off Chapter 3 in Kandhkeer et al. (20110).

1. Rando
om Assignm
ment
You aree already familiar with the child ddata from the Malawi DHS in 20000. In the following
we will use this information and random ly assign the children in the datasset into a tre
eatment
and con
ntrol group. To do so follow
f
the steps below
w and don’t forget – a log and/o
or do‐file
might b
be handy ;).
1. Load the Malawi‐data
M
a into Stataa (use Tutorial 3 File which
w
alreaady contains all the
d
dummy varriables gene
erated)
entification code for tthe mother of the
2. TThe variablle ‘caseid’ provides a unique ide
cchildren. Th
he ‘caseid’ is construccted using the
t informa
ation from the variables v001
(cluster num
mber), v002
2 (householld number),, and v003 (responden
(
nt line numb
ber). The
ccaseid how
wever is not unique forr each child. You can see this if yoou sort the variable
‘caseid’.
sort caseid
d
IIn your datta editor yo
ou see that observatio
ons 2, 3 and
d 4 have thhe same caseid, for
eexample. However,
H
we
w want a uunique identification number fo r each child which
sshould takee into accou
unt the birthh order of th
he child (miidx).
G
Generate a new variaable which combines the
t informa
ation for thhe 3 variab
bles that
m
make up the caseid an
nd the midxx into a uniq
que ID number (not a sstring variab
ble but a
n
number) for each child
d. The new vvariable sho
ould be called ‘ID’.
1
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Hint: the number that you have to generate is quite long and the standard setting
in Stata is that it only generates numbers that are 9 letters long. Hence, before
you generate your variable you have to tell Stata that the number will be longer
than 9 letters.
To do so start with the following sets of commands:
gen ID=. recast long ID format %13.0g ID
(Thereafter you can tell Stata how you want the ID to be constructed)
To check that all observations have a unique ID type:
duplicates list ID
If you have done it correctly, Stata should give you the following response (in
the results window):
Duplicates in terms of ID
(0 observations are duplicates)
4. You now want to randomize, i.e. you want to randomly assign a number to
each observation.
Seeding
If you want your analysis to be repeatable, you need to “seed” the random
number generation process. This will result in exactly the same sequence of
random number generated (e.g. 12345 or 28031986). Skip this step if repeatability is
not necessary.
set seed 28031986

(see, if you can figure out who’s date of birth that is)

Randomisation
To assign a random number to each individual observation, generate a new variable.
gen randomnbr = runiform() (the “runiform” randomly generates a number for
each observation)
sort randomnbr
gen groupID = group(2)

(This splits the sample into two groups, either
assigned a 1 or a 2)
2
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Alternative commands:
generate randomno = uniform()
egen grp2 = cut(randomno), group(2)

5. Now that you have randomly assigned each observation to a group, generate
a dummy variable named “d_treatment” which takes the value 1 if the
observation is in group 1 and will receive a treatment and 0 if the observation has
been assigned to group 2 and will not receive the treatment.

2. Assessment
Your children have now been randomly assigned to a treatment (d_treatment=1) and a
control group (d_treatment=0). If the randomisation worked well, both groups should on
average be similar in their characteristics. Verify if that is the case. Do you note any
differences? If so where and how would you interpret these?
If both groups are not the same and you will be asked to assess the impact of the
programme how would you deal with the differences?

Randomized assessment

1. Assessment
The file Progressa.dta includes data from over 16,000 children in Mexico. The dataset
includes information on both, children that benefited from Progressa and those that did not.
You know that the implementation of Progressa was randomized.


Check the balancing properties of your sample



Assess the impact of Progressa on school enrolment of the children by:
a. Comparing means
b. Multivariate regression
‐ Write down the equation you would estimate
3
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Would you use an ordinary least squares model or is there a better
alternative?
How would you do implement the estimation in STATA? What
commands would you use?



Looking at the results obtained, is the measured impact different between both
methods, and if so, why do you think this is the case?



What kind of effect have you actually estimated using the different approaches
above?
‐ ATE
‐ ATT
‐ ITE
What is the difference between them?



Assume that he participation in Progressa was not randomized. Instead, the
programme is freely accessible to all eligible households. Nevertheless, programme
information in form of leaflets has been randomly distributed. How could you assess
the impact?
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Regressio
on discontin
nuity (RD)
In this ssession we will try to replicate thhe results frrom the paper “Do Vooters affect or elect
policies? Evidence from the U.S.
U House” by D. Lee, E. Moreti and M. Butleer (2004, published
in the Q
Quarterly Journal of Eco
onomics).
d LMB_dataa.dta.
The data to the paper is called
In the p
paper they are not evaaluating a ppolicy intervvention using an RD ddesign but they
t
use
the metthod to examine the ro
ole of electiions. The paaper is not such an eassy read so here
h
just
very briefly the intuition of the paper.
Startingg point is th
hat there arre two funddamentally different views
v
on th e role of elections.
Converggence assum
mes that du
ue to the coompetition for
f votes, ca
andidates s eek compro
omise or
middle ground pollicies (mediian voter thheorem). The alternative, divergeence, assum
mes that
voters select can
ndidates, who
w
then enact the
eir own preferred
p
ppolicies. So
o under
converggence, vote
ers affect th
he policy cchoice of th
he politician
ns whereass under dive
ergence,
voters eelect policies. Which of the two we see in practise de
epends on w
whether po
oliticians
can make crediblee promises to implem ent policiess which are
e not at th eir own bliiss point
(=Nutzeenmaximum
m) (credible
e commitmeents are faacilitated byy repeatedd interactions). The
goal of the paper is
i to examine, which oof the two alternative
a
views is moore relevan
nt for US
politics,, i.e. the votting in the House
H
of Reepresentativves.
Briefly tto the theorry (in simple
e terms, weell at least as simple as possible):
 A
Assume wee have 2 parrties, D and R
– R’s blisss point is 0, D’s bliss pooint is c(>0)
 TThe probab
bility that D wins the el ection is P
 If D wins the election, policy x is im
mplemente
ed; if R wins, y is implem
mented
 P* represen
nts the und
derlying poppularity of party D, orr the probaability that D would
w
win if x=c and y=0. An increas e in P* re
epresents an exogenoous increase
e in D’s
popularity
 W
When dx*//dP* and dyy*/dP* > 0, we say thaat voters afffect candidaate’s policyy choices
– * denoted equilibrrium
 W
When dx*/dP* and dy*/dP* = 0, w
we say thatt voters merely elect p oliticians with
w fixed
policies. Th
hat is, an in
ncrease in P does no
othing to th
he equilibri um policies of the
parties.
The estiimation Framework:
 TThe roll‐calll voting reccord (=nam
mentliche Abstimmung) of the reppresentativve in the
d
district follo
owing election t is
– RCt = (1 – Dt)yt + Dtxt
– Where Dt is the indicator for w
whether D won.
w
That is, only the w
winning candidate’s
policy iss observable
 TThe expresssion can be transformeed into:
1
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TThis simply parameterizes the derrivatives fro
om the theo
ory as π0.
It also allow
ws an independent effeect of party,, π1.
W
We cannot observe P*
* so equatioon (2) canno
ot be directlly estimatedd
But supposse we could
d randomiz e Dt. Then Dt would be
b indepen dent of P*t and εt.
TThen:



Everything underlined in red can be estimate
ed from the
e data. Whyy this works?
mponent is
o The “elect com
oting record
ds betweenn the partiess at time
o π1 iss estimated by the diffeerence in vo
t
ocrats in t+1
1 is an estim
mate of
o The fraction of districts woon by Demo
e
of a Dem victorry in t on RC
R t+1, we
o Becaause we caan estimate the total effect,
can then net ou
ut the electt componen
nt to implicittly get the aaffect comp
ponent
o Random assign
nment of Dt is crucial. Without it, equation ( 5) would re
eflect π1
and that Dem districts
d
havve more libe
eral bliss po
oints

As an exxample on how
h to implement a reegression diiscontinuityy design we will try to replicate
r
the resu
ults presentted in Table
e I in their p aper
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And thee graph II.A

Task:


To
o begin install the packkages rd andd cmogram
m. Use the findit functioon in STATA.



Usse the help
p command to get a deescription of
o the rd and cmogram
m command
ds to see
ho
ow they aree structured
d.



Th
he outcomee variable you
y want too evaluate from your data is scoore (this is the
t ADA
sccore that the authors use
u in the paaper), whatt would you
ur STATA coommand loo
ok like in
orrder to get an impact estimate
e
asssuming you
u looking att values cloose to the cut‐off of
0.5 of the deemocratic vo
ote share (tthe variable
e in the datta is called ddemvoteshare), i.e.
w
with a bandw
widths betw
ween 0.48‐0 .52.

eir implementation andd shortcomiings is:
For further readingg a good paper on RD ddesigns, the
David SS. Lee & Th
homas Lemiieux (2010)). "Regressiion Discontinuity Desiggns in Econ
nomics,"
Journal of Economic Literature
e, 48(2): 2881‐355
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Difference‐in‐Difference (DID)

Difference‐in‐Difference with cross‐section data:
The Malawi.dta contains information on children (0‐5 years) surveyed in the Demographic
and Health survey in 2000 and 2004/5. In each year the children to be surveyed where
randomly selected. Thus, in the data you do not observe the same children twice but you
have a different group of children at each point in time. Hence, the Malawi.dta contains
cross‐section information or given that it combines two sets of cross‐section data we also
call it pooled cross‐section data.
In 2002 Malawi experienced a major food crisis due to crop failure leaving about 2.5 million
people at the verge of starvation. Past research shows that particularly the first 2‐3 years in
life are crucial for later development and that negative health shocks encountered during
these early years in childhood can have lasting consequences for outcomes later in live.
Against this background you are interested in investigating the impact of the food crisis on
child health to see if there are any long‐term negative consequences to be expected. The
outcome you are interested in is the weight‐for‐height z‐score. The Weight‐for‐height z‐
score (WHZ) is a measure of the deficit in tissue and fat mass and is sensitive to temporary
food shortages and episodes of illness and therefore a frequently used indicator to identify
short‐term malnutrition. Usually children with WHZ below ‐2SD are considered to be
malnourished.
Given that not all regions of have been hit equally bad by the crisis at the time and some
regions have even been spared we can use this variation in the severity of the shock to
construct a difference‐in‐difference estimator to identify the effects of the food crisis.
The basic estimation equation to be implemented is as follows:
yi = β0 + β1 Ci + β2 Mi + β3 Hi + ηn + δ1 dTn + δ2 dSt + δ3 dSt dTn + ui,
where y represents the outcome of interest, weight‐for‐height (WHZ). The subscript i
indicates that the outcome varies per individual, n by district and t by time period. With T
representing the treatment group, the dummy dT captures possible permanent differences
between the affected and non‐affected regions, the dummy dS indicates the survey year
(2000=0, 2004=1) and thus is a time‐effect absorbing aggregate factor that would cause
changes in the outcome variable over time for all observation units, even in the absence of a
shock or intervention. The effect of interest is the so‐called treatment effect, δ3, which is
associated with the interaction between belonging to the treated group and the time effect.
More precisely, it captures the difference in means within the treatment and control group
before and after the crisis and thus provides an estimate of the impact of the food shortage
on the respective outcome variable.

1
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In order to increase the precision of the estimate, a number of control variables have been
included in the specification, accounting for potential observable differences between the
treatment and control group. C is a vector of child characteristics e.g. gender of the child,
age etc. M includes information about the mothers, i.e. the years of education. The vector H
contains household specific information, i.e. the wealth category, or whether the head of
the household is a woman.


The variable d_2004 is a dummy variable indicating whether the child has been
survey in 2000 (=0) or 2004 (=1). The variable d_affected indicates whether the child
was living in a region that was hit by the crisis or not. In order to implement the
above estimation equation in Stata you have to generate a new variable representing
the interaction term. To do that type:
gen interaction=d_2004*d_affected



Now you can implement the estimation equation using the reg command as you have
already seem several times now.
reg whz male childage_month …. d_2004 d_affected interaction, robust cluster(v001)



The coefficient on the interaction gives you the impact estimate. How would you
interpret the results you got?



Given that children of different ages or male and female children might have been
differently affected by the crisis, try to estimate the effect of the food crisis
separately for male and female children and children aged between 6‐24 months and
above 24 months separately.

For a difference‐in‐difference estimation to give you an unbiased estimate, one assumption
that has to hold is the so called parallel trends assumption. This basically means that prior to
the event or intervention, the treatment and control groups should have developed similarly
over time. In our example, we the affected areas are those in which maize prices between
January and March 2002 were particularly high. The data set Prices.dta contains information
on the average prices in the affected and unaffected regions.


Using this data plot a graph which shows the development of the Maize price in the
regions over time. Have a go at it using the graphics menu you saw in the last
tutorial. You should get a graph looking like this:

2
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Based o
on the graph
h, would yo
ou say that tthe parallel trends assu
umption hoolds in our case?
Differen
nce‐in‐Diffe
erence with
h panel dataa:
In this case we are evaluating the imppact of miccrocredit in rural Sri LLanka. The dataset
SriLankaa_9198.dta contains data on 826 householdss which havve been reppeatedly sam
mpled in
1991 an
nd 1998. Th
he variable “credit”
“
inddicates whe
ether the ho
ousehold haas benefited
d from a
microcrredit by 199
98 or not.
Your tassk is to evaluate the im
mpact of thee microcredit on house
ehold food cconsumptio
on.
1. Have a lookk at your daata and thee informatio
on you have
e. Identify w
which variables will
be important in orderr to apply a difference
e‐in‐differen
nce approacch analogue to the
ccross‐sectio
on example above.
2. W
Write down
n the regre
ession functtion which you would use to estiimate the effect
e
of
microcreditt on food consumptio
c
on. Which control
c
variiables woulld you include and
w
why?
nning a bassic regressioon with the
e outcome variable annd the difference in
3. SStart by run
d
difference operators.
o
Your
Y
comm and should be:
reg expffd year cred
dit interactiion, robust
‐

Which coefficient
c
gives
g
you thhe impact estimate?
3
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How do you interpret the regression results?

4. Often, when looking at expenditure as outcome you will see that researchers are not
using the absolute values but that they are using log(expenditure).
‐
‐

Why would you do that?
Generate a new outcome variable called lexpfd which is the natural log of the
expenditure variable.
gen lexpdf=ln(expdf)

‐

Rerun the basic regression from above with log‐food expenditure as outcome.
How does this change the results? How would you interpret the regression
results now?

5. Now, include control variables in your regression. How does this change your impact
estimate?
6. The microcredit programme has not been implemented using random assignment,
instead households are free to chose whether to ask for a loan or not. Given that we
have no information on the underlying motivation on why some households asked
for credit and others did not, the results that you have obtained so far night be
influenced by something called “selection bias”.
In the panel data that you have you do observe the same households at two points in
time. This situation allows to control for factors that are actually unobserved but
which remain constant overtime. (Basically by subtracting the actual condition of the
household from the initial condition all factors that remained stable at the two
periods should be netted out). This is done by using a fixed effects model. The basic
command would be:
xtreg lexpfd year credit interaction, fe i(nh)
xtreg is a panel data command. Have a look at the description of this command using
the help function in Stata. The “fe” indicates that you are running a fixed effects
model. With the “i(nh)” you tell Stata which variable identifies the household.
Remember, the household ID has to be unique for each household interviewed in
1991 and 1998 respectively. Do you remember how to check for duplicates?
7. Now include control variables in your fixed effects regression. Are the results from
the fixed‐effects regression different to the ones you got before from the pooled
regression?
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Propensity score matching (PSM)

The basic idea behind propensity score matching (PSM) is to match each participant with an
identical non‐participant and then measure the average difference in the outcome between
the participant and the non‐participant.
As example we work with data from Bangladesh also used by Khandker et al. (2010). The
data (hh_98.dta) is used to assess the impact of micro‐finance. The variable which
determines programme participation is “dmmfd” i.e. indicating whether the male household
member has received a micro‐credit or not.
The first step in implementing a propensity score matching approach is to determine the
propensity score.
There are different ways this can be done.
1. Using a probit/logit model
Basically the propensity score is nothing else then the predicted value of a regression of
programme participation (dependent variable) on a set of pre‐programme outcomes. You
already know how to run a logit/probit regression in Stata so which control variables would
you consider?
To get the predicted value type
Predict p
Stata then automatically generates a new variable called “p”. You can change the name and
call it propensity_score.
2. Using the pscore command
Another alternative is to use the pscore command. This is a user‐writen command. Check if it
is already installed in your Stata version.
It works similar to the regression command i.e. after pscore type the dependent and the
independent variables.
pscore dmmfd sexhead agehead educhead vaccess pcirr rice wheat milk oil egg
[pw=weight], pscore(ps98) blockid(blockf1) comsup level(0.001)
After the comma, the values in brackets are just the names of new variables generated. So
here we call the propensity score ps98. Comsup identifies the region of common support.
1
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The advantage of the pscore command is that automatically checks if the balancing property
is satisfied, i.e. if your treatment and control household are on average the same.
Check the regression output and see if your balancing property is satisfied. If not what do
you do?


Compare the propensity scores obtained from pscore and the probit regression.

3. Using the psmatch2 command
A third alternative would be the psmatch2 command this one allows you to estimate the
propensity score but at the same time also already do the matching. This is also a package
you have to install in Stata separately. You can use the findit function and follow the
instructions on screen or use scc install like you saw in Tutorial 5.
Nearest Neighbour matching:
When doing nearest neighbour matching we compare participants to non‐participants with
the closest propensity score. Let’s estimate the average treatment effect of credit on
landholding.
psmatch2 dmmfd, out(hhland) pscore(ps98) common
An alternative specification would be:
psmatch2 dmmfd, out(hhland) pscore(ps98) n(5) common
Here we are comparing the participant to its 5 nearest neighbours.
Kernel:
Apart from nearest neighbour matching, a common matching algorithm used is kernel. This
basically applies a kernel function and weighting to “match”.
psmatch2 dmmfd, kernel out(hhland) k(tricube) pscore(ps98) common
Checking the robustness of your matching results
There are several ways to check the robustness of your findings. One approach is to use
different matching methods as you have just done. So if you compare your results are they
robust?
Further excercise:
2
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Now that you have assessed male microcredit participation, assess the effects of
female microcredit participation on expenditure.



Think about last weeks exercise on the difference‐in‐difference estimation. In order
to improve your results or check the robustness you could implement a difference‐in‐
difference estimation with matching. How would you do it?
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Instrumental variable (IV)
IV is just another method that can be used for impact evaluation when treatment is not
randomly assigned. The tricky part about using IV is to find an appropriate instrument. So,
you want to find an observable variable or variables that are exogenous, i.e. that influence
the participation in the programme you want to evaluate but that do not influence the
outcome itself.
Take the example from last time again (hh_98.dta). Now that you are all pros in Stata ,
how would you go about estimating the impact of the microcredit programme using an IV
approach?


What would be a suitable instrument(s)? Remember it has to be exogenous.



Write down your econometric equation.



You know that IV‐estimation is a two‐step process. You can implement it using the
standard regression commands you have already seen. How would you do it?



Of course, as always, there is also already a command that allows you to implement
IV or rather 2SLS regressions straight away in one go – ivreg. Use this one to estimate
your regression.



Now, to the most important thing of course, the IV regression results stand and fall
with your instrument. How can you test and ensure that you have a good
instrument?
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A bit of this and that…

1. Sample size calculations in a randomized design
Some key terms to remember:
1. Power: the likelihood that, when the program has an effect, one will be able to distinguish
the effect from zero given the sample size.
2. Significance: the likelihood that the measured effect did not occur by chance. Statistical
tests are performed to determine whether one group (e.g. the experimental group) is
different from another group (e.g. comparison group) on the measurable outcome variables
used in the evaluation.
3. Standard Deviation: a standardized measure of the variation of a sample population from
its mean on a given characteristic/outcome. Mathematically, the square root of the variance.
4. Standardized Effect Size: a standardized measure of the [expected] magnitude of the
effect of a program.
5. Cluster: the level of observation at which a sample size is measured. Generally,
observations which are highly correlated with each other should be clustered and the
sample size should be measured at this clustered level.
6. Intra‐cluster Correlation Coefficient: a measure of the correlation between observations
within a cluster; i.e. the level of correlation in drinking water source for individuals in a
household.
An example:
In India they have been introducing a scheme of tutoring in school whereby they send tutors
to school to attend classes and help the weakest children in class to understand the course
material etc. These tutors are called Balsakhis. We are interested in measuring the impact of
the Balsakhis in class on children’s school outcomes, i.e. test scores measured at the
individual level. Balsakhis were randomly assigned to a class, i.e. the randomization was
done at the classroom level. It could be that our outcome of interest is correlated for
students in the same classroom, for reasons that have nothing to do with the Balsakhi. For
example, all the students in a classroom will be affected by their original teacher, by whether
their classroom is unusually dark, or if they have a chalkboard; these factors mean that when
one student in the class does particularly well for this reason, all the students in that
classroom probably also do better—which might have nothing to do with a Balsakhi.
Therefore, if we sample 100 kids from 10 randomly selected schools, that sample is less
representative of the population of schools in the city than if we selected 100 random kids
from the whole population of schools, and therefore absorbs less variance. In effect, we
have a smaller sample size than we think. This will lead to more noise in our sample, and
hence larger standard error than in the usual case of independent sampling. When planning
both the sample size and the best way to sample classrooms, we need to take this into
account.
1
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This exercise will help you understand how to do that. Should you sample every student in
just a few schools? Should you sample a few students from many schools? How do you
decide?
We will work through these questions by determining the sample size that allows us to
detect a specific effect with at least 80% power. Remember power is the likelihood that
when the treatment has an effect you will be able to distinguish it from zero in your sample.
In this example, “clusters” refer to “clusters of children”—in other words, “classrooms” or
“schools”. This exercise shows you how the power of your sample changes with the number
of clusters, the size of the clusters, the size of the treatment effect and the Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient.
Using the OD Software:
Download the OD software from the website (a software manual is also available):
http://sitemaker.umich.edu/group‐based/optimal_design_software
When you open it, you will get a window with a blank screen. On top select the menu option
“Design” to see the primary menu. Select the option “Cluster Randomized Trials with
person‐level outcomes,” “Cluster Randomized Trials,” and then “Treatment at level 2.” You’ll
see several options to generate graphs; choose “Power vs. total number of clusters (J).”
A new window will appear. Select α (alpha). You’ll see it is already set to 0.050 for a 95%
significance level.
First let’s assume we want to test only 40 students per school. How many schools do you
need to go to in order to have a statistically significant answer? Click on n, which represents
the number of students per school. Since we are testing only 40 students per school, so fill in
n(1) with 40 and click OK.
Now we have to determine δ (delta), the standard effect size (the effect size divided by the
standard deviation of the variable of interest). Assume we are interested in detecting
whether there is an increase of 10% in test scores. (Or more accurately, are uninterested in a
detect less than 10%) Our baseline survey indicated that the average test score is 26, with a
standard deviation of 20. We want to detect an effect size of 10% of 26, which is 2.6. We
divide 2.6 by the standard deviation to get δ equal to 2.6/20, or 0.13. Select δ from the
menu. In the dialogue box that appears there is a prefilled value of 0.200 for delta(1).
Change the value to 0.13, and change the value of delta(2) to empty. Select OK.
Finally, we need to choose ρ (rho), which is the intra‐cluster correlation. Ρ tells us how
strongly the outcomes are correlated for units within the same cluster. If students from the
same school were clones (no variation) and all scored the same on the test, then ρ would
equal 1. If, on the other hand, students from the same schools are in fact independent—and
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there w
were no diffferences be
etween schhools, then ρ will equal 0. You hhave determ
mined in
your pilot study thaat ρ is 0.17.. Fill in rho(11) to 0.17, and
a set rho((2) to be em
mpty.

You’ll notice that your
y
x axis isn’t long eenough to allow
a
you to
o see what number of clusters
would ggive you 80%
8
power.. Click on tthe sixth button
b
from
m the left to set you
ur x axis
maximu
um to 400. Then,
T
you can
c click onn the graph with your mouse
m
to seee the exacct power
and num
mber of clussters for a particular
p
pooint.
Now yo
ou have seeen how man
ny clusters you need for
f 80% pow
wer, sampliing 40 students per
school. Suppose instead that you
y only haave the ability to go to 124 schoo ls (this is th
he actual
t Balsakh i programm
me).
numberr that was sampled in the
Finally, let’s see how
h
the Inttraclass Co rrelation Coefficient (ρ) changess power of a given
sample.. Leave rho((1) to be 0.1
17 but for c omparison change rho
o(2) to 0.0.
To take a look at so
ome of the other men u options, close
c
the grraph by clickking on the X in the
top righ
ht hand corn
ner of the in
nner window
w. Select th
he Cluster Randomizedd Trial menu
u again…
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2. A
Another haandy tool in
n Stata


Instead of copy
c
and paasting your regression tables you can
c directlyy transfer th
hem into
w
word or texx (that latte
er one is whhen you are
e really apprroaching geeek status). For that
yyou need to
o install a paackage calleed “outreg””
R
Run a regreession with any
a of the ddata you haave at hand e.g. hh_98..dta
outreeg using “pu
ut the namee of the file”” (as options, replace, aappend, etcc.)

Any queestions/wisshes?
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Case Study: Getting Parents Involved
This case study is based on “Getting Parents Involved: A field Experiment in Deprived
Schools” by Francesco Avvisati, Marc Gurgand, Nina Guyon, and Eric Maurin (CEPR
Discussion Paper, 8020, 2010).
The material comes from the J-PAL course “Evaluating Social Programmes”.
Key Vocabulary
1. Hypothesis: a proposed explanation of and for the effects of a given intervention.
Hypothesis are intended to be made ex-ante, or prior to the implementation of the
intervention.
2. Indicators: metrics used to quantify and measure specific short-term and long-term
effects of a programme.
3. Logical Framework: a management tool used to facilitate the design, execution, and
evaluation of an implementation. It involves identifying strategic elements (inputs,
outputs, outcomes and impact) and their causal relationships, indicators, and the
assumptions and risks that may influence success and failure.
4. Theory of Change: describes a strategy or blueprint of achieving a given long-term
goal. It identifies the preconditions, pathways and interventions necessary for an
initiatives success.
Background
Problems of truancy and discipline can contribute to many school children in industrialised
societies graduating from school without mastering basic skills. The school district of Creteil,
in France, is a densely populated area with high proportions of immigrants from mostly
Maghreb countries, and has very poor socioeconomic indicators. In such a setting, linguistic
and social barriers along with financial and logistical constraints can prevent parents from
paying closer attention to their children’s education.
Increasing parental involvement has been widely touted as a means of overcoming
difficulties in child learning behaviour. The programme called “La mallette des parents”, was
designed to foster parental involvement through a series of monthly meetings with the
school staff on how to successfully manage the transition from primary to middle school.
These discussions provided parents of sixth grades with information on the French school
system and guidelines on how to assist children with homework.
The experiment should answer the following questions:
• Can parental involvement be used as a lever to improve educational outcomes in
France?
• Does greater engagement by parents improve discipline and behaviour?
• Do classroom interactions also result in positive effects for children whose parents
don’t attend the meetings?
1
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The French Educational Environment
The French state-run educational system is highly centralised with schools having limited
autonomy. All schools teach the same education curriculum and employ teachers that are
selected through national examinations. There is no tracking of students by ability and
French parents are not free to choose what school their children will attend.
The pool of students in the district of Creteil, where the programme took place, is very
heterogeneous in ability and diverse in cultural backgrounds. These suburbs East of Paris
have large populations of recent and second-generation immigrants. A recent survey
showed that more than 20% of the local population is first-generation immigrants, and many
are relatively poor. These parents face numerous barriers to navigating the hierarchical
education system: many speak limited French and work far away from local schools. This lack
of parental involvement might be the cause of problems like truancy and indiscipline in
children, especially in the poorer districts, where many pupils are still far from reaching the
basic requirements of curricula (OECD, 2010).
Informational Campaign for Parents
Just after the start of the academic year, schools sent informational leaflets to families of
sixth graders asking them to register for a series of meeting with school staff on how to
successfully navigate the transition to middle school. (Not all schools were planning to offer
this programme, however. The registration was less of an enrolment process and more of a
tool to gauge the level of interest from parents.) Those schools that ultimately participated
would offer a series of three meetings over the course of three months.
After registration, the families in participating schools were given an offer to continue with
one of two additional programmes, or to abstain from further involvement:
•
•

Programme A: An additional series of monthly meetings that complement the three
initial meetings. Parent and school are encouraged to invite external experts to
theses meetings.
Programme B: An additional series of more intense meetings held as often as twice a
week for four or five months. These meetings focus on providing training for parents
needing further support to improve their literacy or computer skills.

The Scope of Discussions
The goal of these highly interactive meetings was to help parents understand the role of
each member of the educational community, the school’s organisation, and to help them
develop positive involvement attitudes towards their children’s education. Facilitators were
given standard materials, including a DVD explaining the purpose of various school
personnel and documents explaining the functions of the various school offices. The two
initial sessions focused on how parents could help their children with homework and the last
session took place after the distribution of report cards to help them adapt to the first term
results and to give them tips on how to go forward.
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Task
Your evaluation team has been entrusted with the responsibility of evaluating the
campaign’s impact on child learning and behaviour. Your evaluation should address all
dimensions in which informational campaigns for parents can affect cognitive and noncognitive abilities of children. How might the meetings encourage greater involvement by
parents? What are the most important outcomes to test? What steps must occur for these
changes to take place? What data should your team collect to evaluate the intervention?
Discussion Topic 1: Needs
1. Who is the target population?
2. What characteristics of the French educational system make it particularly
challenging for the students?
3. What features of the home environment make it challenging?
4. What might we see different in households of high-performing students
Discussion Topic 2: Programme Theory
1. What are the main characteristics of the informational meetings?
2. How might these meetings encourage parents to pay more attention to their
children’s education?
3. What are the potential challenges? Why might the programme fail?
Discussion Topic 3: Outcomes and Indicators
1. What are the possible positive, negative and null effects of the intervention on
child development and learning?
2. List all indicators that you would use to measure each of the potential outcomes?
Discussion Topic 4: Defining the Hypothesis
1. What might be some examples of key hypotheses you would test? Pick one.
2. Which indicators would you use to test your primary hypothesis?
Discussion Topic 5: Formalizing the Theory of Change
1. What are the steps and conditions that link the informational campaign for
parents to the final outcomes?
2. What indicators should you measure at each of these steps?
3. Using the outcomes and conditions, draw a logical framework/results chain,
linking the intervention to the final outcomes.
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